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THB CANADIAN ART CLUB.
Th« Canadian Art Club wa» formed in Toronto in 1907 by a

group of Canadian paintera, who aecured the gallery of the
Municipal Building of the County of York on Adelaide Street
Eaet ai the moat auitable promisee then available.

In the letters of incorporation the aiembers of the Club must
be Canadian by birth or adoption but need not be resident in
Canada.

The intention is to also invite certain artists not members of
the Club to contribute to ( le exhibitions.

FIHST ANNUAL EXHIBITION.
The First Annual Exhibition was held from the 4th to the 17th

of February, 1908, and was formally opened by Hie Honor the
Lieutenant-Governor, Sir Mortimer Clark, on the evening of the
Srd.

The Hon. President, Mr. D. E. WUWe, gave the following
address :

—

The Canadian Art Club might aptly have been named the
Society of Eight Painters, like the Society of Twelve in London,
and the Society of Ten American Painters, of New York. It is
in no way opposed to the Royal Canadian Academy of Arts, but
holds a position to the Academy similar to the position of the
Cercle Volnez to the Salon in Paris; nor is it opposed to any
other art society. Most of its members are Canadian bom, men
whose outlook has been broadened by association with the art
of the Old World, all working together with one common aim,
to produce something that sball be Canadian in spirit, some-
thing that shall be strong and vital and big, like our Northwest
land, eomething true to art in every particulai--not what i»
cheap and popular. Notwithstanding the oneness of aim aad
the fraternity of feeUng eeeential to the welding together of the
group into a forceful unit, strong stress is hiid on preserving the
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indiTidual outlook. Many artiita, realizing the hopeleHnen of
practising their calling in a spirit of art for art's sake, have
been too often awakened to the idea that to earn a livelihood it

IS necessary to so adjust their pigment that he who runs may read.

The club will hold one exhibition each year,_in -which will be
shown, not only the works of the members, 'but examples of
distinguished Canadian painters residing in other lands, and
whose works it is to be regretted are little known in this the
land of their birth. The time is now, when there is a general
movement, a reaching out for something other than mere
thoughts of money and money-getting. People to live truly or
nobly require the stimulus of beauty around about them. In a
country like Canada, where everyone is expected to be up and
doing, the watchword must be passed from one to the other as
they struggle along the road to wealth, to pay more attention to
th« flowers by the wayside, so that, as a people, while we wish
for material prosperity, we may not become altogether sordid
in attaining that end.

The members of the clrV have banded together because they
have kindred sympathies; they have come out from an older
association, not to disrupt it, nor as though to injure it in any
way; only to cultiv»te and develop their special aim. Their
aim is not to adjust pigment so that at a glance it tells all there
is to tell. Bather, it is to so paint that in each effort of the
artist there will be a revelation of different qualities that, it is
to be hoped, will not grow stale. What these qualities are it
would take too long to tell. The great Oerman poet and phil-
osopher, Goethe, says, "Happy is he who at an early age knows
what Art is," so may we be happy in our appreciation of what
this fraternity is striving for. It is just possible some of us
may be made miserable instead of happy through failing to
recognize in the effort of the artist his genuine honest aim to
portray a truth of nature. If there is anything here of that
character, do not, I pray you, condemn it too quickly. Try and
get to the viewpoint of the worker, for, depend upon it, any-
thing which has passed the judgment of a band of artists whose
lives are devoted to searching for the truths and beauties of
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Nmtur., mut hive •om.tUag la it worth yonr .tody. It !• on.^ of tl^ elnb to rigidly wood ont wytUiig tUt ..Tor. of

Z? "wis.""' " '•" •' *"'*'' " """'y- *• ^« "tW»« *•'m.r. .rhibttloB parpon.: bnt to b. .spin, to tb. iiiq>intio>
tt.tdir.ot. them, nthtr not to dominnt. th. id.., bnt to l*t
th. id., dominit. th.ni. Dr. Sunn.l John»n, .ft«r .wtkuingfrom . .tort .l..p, wu ..k.d by Bo.w.11 if h. h.d t«k.n . n«p
No, Hi," .aid the Doctor, "th. nap took m«."

Herotoforo each artiat rrturalng to hi. native land from hia

«Z!!Ii. ut \f •fP•'^"'«* * ""'k in reaUaing the lack oflympathy with hi. aim. and obj.ot., the lusk of arUaU. faeiU-
tie. of .T.,y kind, the laek of intelligent eritic., the lack of a
•nitabl. bnilding where work, of art can be properly .hown.
•nd, above .11, the Uck of any apparent dorir. on the part of hi.
compatriots to «ee thing, change for the better. A city of themze and pro^erity of Toronto, the centre of education and
culture of the Dominion of Canada, .honld not permit it.elf to
6« o»tcl«Med by citie. of leaser importance and pretension, in
other countries How often have we heard the etatement.
There is no art m Canada," To prove this sentiment false, wehave only to turn to the offlcial liat. of the Salon of Prance, to

the Boyal Academy, to the International Society of London to
the Boyal Institute of Glasgow, to the National Academy of«ew York and to various international exhibitions throughout
the world to find that Canadian, have held and do hold position,
of re<Tect and honor among.t the world', great painter.. Suchmen aa Paul Peel, Blair Brnce, J. Ker Law«,n, Oruppe, Ede,Mrs. Stanhope Forbes and Mary BeU Eastlake and the
sculptors Hebort, Laliberte and Proctor, are only a few
of those who have brought honor to their native land
.nd renown to themselves. On referring to the catalogue of
the present exhibition we find contributions from two men living
in foreign lands and both member, of this club, James Wilson
Morrice, who has the exceptional honor of having had two of
his works purchased by the French Oovernment, and which arenow hanging in the Luxembourg, and who holds a foremost
place in the art circles of Europe, and Horatio Walker, a mem-



b«r of the NiUonml A«tdamy of Now York, and of the BotiI
iMtituto of London, holding a dtatingui.hod pofition in the ut
of thi« continent and of Europe, and whoee worki are to be
fonnd in many of the national eoUeotione of other eonntriea.

The elub is indebted to Mr. Harria, Mr. Biymner and Mr
CUlen, of Montreal, who have ihown their .yntpathj irith the
Club by contributing lome of their works to thU exhibHion.

To carry out an enterprise of this nature demands certain
sacriflces on the part of the members, which they willingly bear
in the interests of art. In the United States the native painters
snifered for many years from deep-rooted prejudice in the minds
of their own people. Their works were little sought and much
less appreciated. The few that found their way into private
collections were often relegated to the atUc or auction room,
and foreign works, often of doubtful authenticity, and fre-
quently of very indUferent worth installed in their place. Of
recent years, however, the tide has turned, and now the people
or the United atatee are beginning to realize the fact that the
training of Europe combined with the spirit and environment
of the new race, allied to the natural beauties, wide areas and
atmospheric effects of their native land, have raised up an art
that IS national in character, vital and big, and that promises
to outshine the art; of the Old World, and now many of the
mediocre foreign productions are in turn being moved on to the
attic or auction room and pictures by American painters are
taking an honored place in American homes and art galleries
sad are also to be found in the national coUectiona of the Old
World.

Let u« hope that the effori:s of thU club may result in a
similar awakening on the part; of our fellow-citizens, and that
this night will eee the commencement of a development on the
part of the citizen and on the part of the artist that will afford
pleasure and satisfaction to the one and great encouragement
to the other.

We are gratified that the first exhibition of the club should
be under the distinguished patronage of His Honor the
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Ll«ot»n»nt-OoverDor, in whom we not only recogniM one who hii
in .ppreeiation of the beautiful in art, but one whoie encour-
agement and .ympathy haa bean extended from time to time
to the profeasion,

I ehall now ask your Honor to formally open this eihibition.
Sir Mortimer Clark, after a short addrcw, declared the eihibi-

tion open.

IHB NEW ABT MOVEMENT.
B7 B. F. B, Johnitoii, K.O.

Every new movement in art, more espeeially in a young
country like Canada, is a matter of interest. Owing to the
ataence of great art centres and the lack of well-established
schools, such as exist in England and continental countries the
tendency of art here is necessarily toward the conventional
Small bodies of artists are created under somewhat imposing
names, and for a time a real effoW is made to maintain a high
standard. The history of art in this country, however, shows
that the laudable objects actuating the members soon vanish
and the control of art sociaUes passes into the hands of the
commercial majority. Petty jealousies grow quickly. The desire
to advertise and sell becomes paramount. Favoritism is too
often the order of the day, and worthy painters are relegated
to the "rejected," or become ., disheartened over the treat-
ment their works receive that they, too, lose interest and ambi-
tion. This state of affairs has been the ruin of the English
academy, has affected the French salon, and has operated injuri-
ously in such well-known art communities as Munich. Every
now and again—and as a protest against the purely commercial
in art—secessions take place, and younger and more vigorous
bodies, under various designations, spring into existence. The
International owed its birth to the fact that conventional plati-
tudes crowded the walls of Burlington House to the exclusion of
works of genius. The secessionists in Munich could no longer
endur the weary waste of commonplaces and branched off
inviting the most brilliant of the English painters, like Sargeant
and I/avery, to join in the exhibitions. In a smaller way, what
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i» known u th« OUtgow School broke down the Iwniere of
decadence in Bcotlud enuied by the death of men like Bough
«nd PTMer, and now there la the Canadian Art Club In Toronto,
formed of leveral Independent and progreHive artieti, who for
many yoare exhibited at the annual dUplay of the two old
establlehed aocietiei, but who, growing reatleae under the yoke
of the so-called rulera, finally broke away, and are making an
effort to breathe the free air of their profeeeion, untrammtUed
by personal coniideration and unreatricted by the self-aatiifled
opinion of men aet in judgment over their work.

Whether the new movement will aucceed or not muat depend
entirely on the apirit of its eupportera. If they meet aa a mutual
admiration society, and the high ideala of art are iubordinated
to mere public display, diaaster will be the result If, on the
other hand, these aecessionist are and continue to be in earnest,
producing the very best of which they are capable, and each
striving to give expression to the highest inspirations, indepen-
dently of what each other or the public may think, the movement
will redound to their credit, and will have a greater influence on
the future of Canadian art than anything that has occurred
ince art was first attempted here. Cliques and coteries must
be avoided. Good, sharp criticism must be given and taken in
the true spirit, and the work must be of the essence of that real
feeling for art which alone marks the great painter. If a man
has anything worth saying to his fellowmen he will find both the
opportunity and the means of saying it. And so with the artist,
if he has within him the consciousness of art and the proper
feeling for the beautiful, he will find the way to express his
thoughts on canvas, and will add to the fame of himself and his
country by the creations of his genius.

That the number of men forming this secessionist body is
small is a matter of no consequence. There are only half a dozen
great Dutch painters of the last hundred years. There -were not
more than that number who created and glorified the Barbizon
School, and whose works belong now, not to France, but to the
whole civilized world. Six artists would fairly represent all of
present-day English art that will continue to live beyond the



life of the .rtiit btmeelf Rebelling, perh.pe iinconeciouely,
•gaimt the dead formalities and moribund condition which
marked the state of art In England not >o many year, ago,
Constable broke away from the dry rot and planted the vigoroua
•eed of his genius, which, later on, developed into the wonder
and power of Barbiaon, and later still into the great creations
of Israels, the Maria brothers and one or two others in Holland.
And now that the independent spirit has evidenced itself by
this new movement here, it beeomes its supporters to see that
there is no backsliding, that the manufacture of shoddy has no
place in their studio., and that only the best and most thoughtful
work shall come from earneat and sympathetic minds seeking to
expreaa the result of a close communion between the heart of
the artist and his subject.

The high character and great individuality of the works now
on exhibition as the «rst expression of the spirit of independent
action give ample promise of the future. The revolt against the
machine in art is full of significance, it rest, entirely with the
handful of artists whose courage led them to rebel against the
petty bickerings of mere trade unions, to show to the public
that this is only the beginning of greater changes. That thev,
too, will sufTer from a like revolt and pass into a decadent stage
if they fail to live up to the high ideals which art imposes on
its followers, must be a fact always present to their mind., and
fail.'-g to recognize thi. fact, they will return to the state of
the mere producer of picture., whose criterion i. that of quantity
and not quality.

A BBVIEW OP THE FIE8T AMKUAl BZHnmON OP THB
OAKASIAN ABT OLTO.
By K P. B. Johniton, K.O.

Having considered a few days ago the general character of the
new movement in art as evidenced by the formation of the
Canadian Art Club in Toronto, it may be of interest to consider
individually the work now on exhibition in the old historic Court
House on Adelaide Street. The art of the lawyer in conducting
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fanes in that building ii lucceeded by the more placid art of
the brush and palette, and where once was beard the voice of
oratory, there is now the silent appeal of the beauty of land-
scape and the sympathetic voice of the painter's skill. That
there la strong evidence of artistic feeling in tht collection will
readily be admitted, and whilst all the work, are not master-
pieces, there are many which would do credit ' the beet exhibi-
tions of any country. There is a maiifest ..riving for some-
thing beyond mere reproduction. One sees clearly the result of
Individual effort and thought, and it is gratifying to note that
more attention has been given to the subjective in art than to
the facility acquired by mechanical training or academic influ-
ence. Almost any person with a knowledge of color can paint a
picture, however crudely, but there are few, indeed, who can
so clothe the subject matter and so infuse into it the breath of
life that the beholder can at once enter into the spirit which
moved the painter to give it form and feature. The power to
appeal to some hidden sympathy and touch a chord in unison
with the mind and motive of the artist cannot be acquired by
the highest technical training. Is there more than mere subject
or paint t Is there a eubtlo touch here and there, a skillful
expression of thought rather than word, present in the picturef
By euch tests let these pictures be judged.

And first dealing with some of the most important workj on
view, it will be conceded that Homer Watson, a gifted painter
of the true spirit of Canada's woods and low-lying uplandj,
fully maintains his reputation. His woodland interiors are in
close communion with the moods of nature, and many of them
are brilliant by a careful and ekilled use of diilueed sunlight.
What could be better than the "Leaning Birch "f Or where
could be found the fine sense of peace and rural quiet that is
seen in his open landscapes f The mind is impressed with the
harmony of color, and added to this there is the bigness of treat-
ment, the great masses of light and shadow, and the strong
skies and clouds which carry one away from the limits of the
canvas and speak of the great world outside.
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Mr Onrtli WUIUmica hu d*iiioaat»ted by hii pnunt •Sort*

tlw fiet th«t geniui eziiti in Otn*dtiii mrt. Then an faults ia

hli work, it U tni«, but thajr are fubordlBat* to tht gosoral netl-
l*ne». For Mint y«an ho bai boon weking light and ipace, and
now hai apparently found both. Uli thrto largo pleturtt of

Newfoundland ihow a broad coneeptlon, a lenie of ipaee, and
all the nity of •implieity. They are wonderfully conceived
and abi> u^-ated. Eliminating the somewhat regular linee of the

building, the work in the middle picture stands bold, free and
of magniflcent rolor. One of the most brilliant things to be
seen on the walls is the portrait of Archibald Browne, a fellow-

artist. This is really admirable and places Mr. Williamson in

the front rank of portrait painters in Canada. The strongly

expressed head and the virility of the whole figure are excel-

lently done.

The poetic, dreamy and yet vigorous compositions of Archibald
Browne are a revelation. Only a year or two ago he painted

more or less from an objective standpoint. From this he has
completely broken away, and bis work now is like a piece of

beautiful music—charming and full of meaning. And with all

its tenderness, it is replete with vigor and character. The moon-
light, casting its influence over tree and hill and stream, the
shadows strong yet transparent, the envelopment of mystery and
sensitiveness, make these productions very marked, and elevate

them to a plane which is distinguished by the presence of true

art and an earnest conception of the beautiful.

Edmund Morris, a rising and ambitious art'st, shows his power
of delineating character i.nd representing national types in his

admirably painted Tndian chiefs, now the property of the Pro-

vince. The calm, dignified and reserved force of the Indian is

convincingly portrayed. The portraits are the result of intelli-

gent observation and reflection. His landdcapes are strong, and
show a feeling for nature's ruggedness, which is refreshing in

these days of too much prettineas in pictures. His pictures are

entirely unconventional, and indicate an originality of concep-

tion and exfention rarely met with in the work of a young innn.
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Htri tnd there one comei icrou a touch of the poetry of irt,

but hU pieturee ippeal more to the lenee of atrength ind vitillty
of truth thu to the Ideal.

Jtmee Wilton Morrice, favorite of Whiitler, ie couiidered
one of the groateit paintem of Brittany roait icenea.
How ezquiiite ii bii No. 38, " Waehing Clottei," and how deftly
he haa lubordinated the long line of linen to the goneral
harmony of the picture. No. 39 hai aomething of the feeling of
a line Whiitler, more dellned, more emphatic, but yet with much
of the lubtie grace and beauty of the great matter.

Horatio Walker, a well-known painter in America, lendt the
" Woodcutteri," full of merit and excellent in treatment. The
tubject may not be popular, but no one can queition th^ effective
way in which he hat rendered the delightful feeling of the treea
and the brown, leafy earth.

Edwin Atkinaon, a dreamer of dreams, a iover of the hazy and
often murky Dutchland, it at hit flnett In auch work at "Flemiah
Treet," a aplendid example of the effect of dark objects against
a ttrong, yellow iky, and hit "Silvery Moonlight" interprets hit

impressions and thoughts in an original manner. Tbking this

and one of Mr. Browne's by comparison, there it noticeable the

independent effort of each worker, telling in hie form of expn »

tion the inward consciousness of hit subject. He <1|uptra*e8 in

forcible manner -what can be achieved by recording bit own
feelings for his subject, instead of allowing hit picture to be
merely the t<'ller of a story.

The work of Franklin Brownell must command attention.

There is a certain grace and charm always preaent, and many of

hit pictures are marked by a delightful refinement of color

which is peculiar to nearly all his work. William Brymner ia

another clever exhibitor of the ciub, and is considered one of
the most careful and conscientious painters in Canada. Hit
"October Day" is well worth serious consideration, and hit
'

' Comrt ies
'

' it finely painted.

IS



Maurice Cullen in "Winter Sunset" has done as good work
as any exhibitor. There is a reserved force apparent in this

picture, and nothing could be more in unison with one's memory
of such a day than the bleak snow on the face of the fields,

enriched with that color which is one of the great characteristics
of the dunset in our cold mid-winter,

Robert Harris is not so well represented as he ought to be,

although the two examples have great merit. Some of his work
of late years is almost as fine as the past masters in English
portraiture, and certainly far ahead of the portraits one now
sees in the Eoyal Academy, with two or three exceptions. If
he lived in London he would be one of the foremost men of the
day in art, but the field here is not wide enough for a man of his

talent.

And so, shortly, will the exhibition become a thing of the past,

but it will leave its mark well defined and lasting. The handful
of energetic and clever men, who have dared to venture, deserve
well at the hands of Toronto people. The addition of any of
these pictures to a collection will enhance the value of its sur-

roundings and increase the regard which one ought to have for
Canadian art, so long as it is elevated by the work of men
actuated by a feeling far removed from the aim to be mere pro-

ducers of pictures.

Mr. Archibald Browne held a one-man exhibition from the
28th October to 13th November, 1908. The collection consisted
of Scotch and Canadian landscapes.
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SECOND ANNUAL EXHIBITION.

The Second Annual Exhibition was held from the 1st to the
20th of March, 1909, and was opened by the Hon. President, Mr.
D. E. Wilkie. Both he and Mr. E. F. B. Johnston, K.C., gave an
address.

The Hon. President, Mr. D. E. Wilkie;—

I have great pleasure in welcoming you here this evening on
the occasion of the Second Annual Exhibition of the Canadian
Art Club.

Since our last meeting the club has gained considerably in
strength and importance through the addition to its active
membership of three well-known artists.

Mr. John Russell, of Hamilton, who has been living in Paris
for several years, and who has exhibited with success in the
Salon and at various international exhibitions in Europe, and
who has sent us some of his finest examples.

Mr. Phimister Proctor, a Canadian, but for many years a
resident of New York. He exhibits in Toronto for the first
time, though his field for inspiration is the Rocky Mountains of
Alberta and Montana. Mr. Proctor was commissioned by the
United States Government to model the large heroic groups
which formed such a prominent feature of the American
Government building at the Paris Exhibition in 1900. The
works rvhi.h he has sent us include a small model of his larger
statue, "The Indian Warrior," which received the gold medal
at the Paris Exposition and at the St. Louis Exposition of 1904.

Mr. Allward, another well-known sculptor, whose noble works
in our own Queen's Park—Governor Simcoe and Sir Oliver
Mowat—are so well known, and who is at present engaged on
the monumental work—the South African Memorial—which is
to perpetuate the memory of those Canadians, sons of the

IS
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Empire, who fell on the veldt. We Hope that duriig the com-
ing year Mr. Allward will condense his efforts to a saitable size
tot our next exhibition.

We are fortunate in having with us to-night Mr. Horatio
Walker, of New York, and the Island of Orleans, who has sent
to the exhibition probably the most magnificent example of hia
work and his recognized masterpiece, which has won for him
gold medals at the Pan-American Exhibition at Buffalo and art

the Exposition of St. Louis.

We are also fortunate in having on (he line several of the
works of Mr. James Morrice, of Paris, one of the founders of
the club, who, taking advantage of a visit to his parents in
Montreal, brought with him a number of his works for this
exhibition. Mr. Morrice 's pictures have been purchased by the
French Government, and are to be found in many of the prom-
inent collections of Europe. One of his works now on the walls
has been purchased by the Dominion Government. His works
are not perhaps so much understood by the average man as by
his fellow-craftsmen; those wonderful color symphonies,
examples of which are now before you, have won for the artist
the enthusiastic appreciation of even Whistler, the great master.

I need not call your special attention to the fine examples of
their work by other members of the club who are better known
to you, or to those by other artiste outside of the club, and
equally well-known to you who have been good enough to con-
tribute to the exhibition.

It is a source of congratulation to know that the club's lay
membership has been increased by the addition of a number of
prominent gentlemen who are fond of art and who desire to
encourage its professional side.

There has been already one individual exhibition in the club 's

gallery—that by Mr. Archibald Browne in October, 1908, and
Mr. Edmund Morris will hold an exhibition of Indian portraits
in the spring.
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AODBE8S BT MB. B. F. B. JOHMBTOM, K.O.

Many appeals to juriea have been made in this building,
•aid Mr. E. F. B. Johnston, K.C., in his address at the opening
of the Canadian Art Club Exhibition in the old Court House
Building, but no appeal to the public of Toronto more eloquent
than the one which was made by the splendid pictures on the
walb.

Referring to the growth of the club, he pointed out that this
was its second birthday, and that it no longer required the milk
of I nan kindness for its support, but was well able to take
care of itself, and was already a strong, vigorous body. Every
institution should show a reason to urge on its behalf.

There was no animosity towards the Ontario Society of Artists or
the Royal Canadian Academy, The club had most friendly feelings
towards its brother artists, but its members felt that there was a
want of sympathy between their work and the work of many of the
eihibitors belonging to the other bodies. There was nothing
specially in common between them, as far as the work was con-
cerned. Unless, therefore, these men were willing to be governed
by the academic rules of other societies or by the canons of
art adopted by other bodies, and thus degenerate into mere
copyists, it was necessary that they should secede. They did
so, and each one struck out on an original line of observation
and expression.

Every art society must, after a length of time, become more
or less subject to the views and rules that come into existence
by reason of its long continuation. It is only by breaking away
from these conditions, however meritorious they are, that the
artist can maintain his individuality. The same rule holds good
with regard to the Paris Salon and the Royal Academy, Eng-
land. The best men in these countries are the men who have
broken away from traditions.

Secession is always a good thing if properly guarded. In
Prance, there was the degenerating influence in art of a so-called
classic, followed by the romantic school of painting. The meik
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of Barbizon broke away from theie traditiorj, and worked out
their own views and impressions. Hence we had such greatmen as Corot, Diaz, Millet, Kousseau and others. In Scotland
after years of more or leas commonplace painting, there
appeared such men as Fraser, Bough and Chalmers. Even that
seccession was not sufficient. The Glasgow School, composed of
such men as Outhrie, Lavery, Henry, Walton and others, made
a new and marked departure, ar.d refused to be bound by any
conventional or academic rules or traditions.

Amongst the Dutch—Israels, the Maris brothers, Mauve and
a few more artists of note, distinguished themselves as expon-
ents of truth and beauty, as they saw and felt it. In the
religious life of every country secessions have taken place
always followed by a purifying influence on the things that
went before, and exercising a' strong, healthy effect upon the
moral standards of the people. And so in national life the
breaking away has been followed by marked development of
national vitality and progress. As, for instance, the great
Eepubhc of America, whatever views may be held with regard
to the original conditions and causes.

Art is more susceptible to the influence of secession than any-
thing else. The moment a man feels himself bound by schools
or traditions, his art is limited; he must act for himself. He
must do his own work his own way, and if he has genius, his
art will be for all time.

It is safe to assume that artists can be diviu d into two great
classes. First, the men who paint only the external appearance
of nature, or the outer semblance oi the figure. This is not the
right way to follow art. If an art st is merely telling a story
by his pictures, he ought to abandon painting and write novels.
He becomes a mere copyist, a man who simply reproduces, and
although his production may be very pleasing, it is not more
effective or more truthful than a photograph. This is because
:. ,3 lacking in life, in passion and in soul.
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The second class embraces the artists who paint what they see
and feel to be the mood or phase of nature present to them,
without regard to external appearances. They watch for new
truths unltnown to the lay mind. They reveal to us hidden
mysteries of nature to the extent to which the artist's powers
enable him to give full expression of his subject as he sees it.

They excite our sympathy and stir our emotions. They are not
a mere record of the surface, but they go deeper, and reach the
feelings as some great singer would do in rendering the simplest
song. The speaker illustrated the distinction between the two
classes in this way: Take, for example, such a song as "Annie
Laurie." We hear that song by a person with a carefully
trained vo^oe and all the advantages of academic instruction.
The music is exact, the words are the same, but the effect is

scarcely felt. We hear precisely the same words and the same
music from a genius, and the experience is totally different.
The emotions and sympathies are reached. The feelings of
humanity are stirred and new beauties are revealed to us
through the voice and sympathy of the singer.

And so it is with art. The subject which is coramon-placp in
itself and equally so in the hands of an academic painter,
becomes a thing of life, truth and beauty in the hands of the
artist who actually feels what he paints, and imparts to it his
own individual sentiments and tht result of liis own observation.
People often say, " I do not know anything about pictures, but
I know what pleases me." This is not the way to judge a
picture. The work of genius, which implies a work of art,

reaches far beyond the surface. It may be that the beholder Is

uuable to explain why he feels .wme special sympathy with the
trees, the sky, the valleys or the rivers portrayed in tie picture,
but if he does feel that the subject strikes him in a way differ-

ent from anything he has felt before, and if his emotions and
sympatliies are more or less awakened, it is because the artist

has been able to make known to him some new truth, some
latent beauty, or some feeling ^f sympathy by means of the
canvas before him.



8o with portrait—the mere reproduction of face and flgur*
i» on no higher plane than a photograph. If, however, the artUt
has succeeded in giving you a type of manltind, or has endowed
the picture with life and passion, he has accomplished aome-
thing far beyond a picture which only pleases. The speaker
Illustrated this by a reference to Tennyson in which the poet
says:

—

'

"As when a painter poring on a face
Divinely thro' all hindrance finds the man,

Behind it, and so paints him that his face,
The shape and color of a mind and life

Lives for his children, ever at its best
And fullest."

This is the true spirit of painting, and the man who accom-
plishes this in the highest degree ia a great artist.

The artist depends upon his sight for his chief equipment. If
he sees no more in a landscape or a portrait than the ordinary
lay person does, he is not an artist at all. It is his vocation to
see and feel more than the ordinary individual and by hU medium
of color, form and arrangement to so represent his subject that
we see it in a different light from anything which has occurred
to us before, and feel the presence and evidence of the revealing
hand.

*

Looking at the pictures on the walls here, we may readily
apply the general principles indicated. If we leave this exhibi-
tion with no new feeUng or impression and no added sense of
the beauty or vitality of the subjects, the artists have failed to
reach the level of true art. But if we go from here carrying with
UB something of the sentiment and the mood and the original
conception of the artist himself, then the club has accomplished
very much and has given to us works which are entitled to be
recognized as art in its highest sense.

That this is the case, an eramin*tion of the pictures must
convince one beyond doubt, and it is not saying too much to
state that if the audience could transport themselves to the
large galleries of London, Paris and other continental cities and
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•M the>e pictures hung i!d« by side with the works of men
whose names ire great, they would have no reason to be
Mbamed of the art of their fellow-Canadians. So long aa the
members continue in the course they have mapped out for
themselves as evidenced by their worlie before us, they may
hope successfully to produce still finer examples of art, pictures
that will live hereafter as the expresaion of genius. Beauty it
all around us in this world, whether it is in the dilapidated old
building or the foliage of trees or the running water. To make
thi, beauty manifeet to the eye of the public is the true scope
of the man who strives to make a lasting impression by his
painting. The speaker said he had no doubt but that many of
the memb. rs of the Canadian Art Club would do this, and after
they had finished their work here, they would depart this life
knowing that they had accomplished a great deal for Canadian
Art, and so departing, would leave behind them footprints on
the aands of Time.

TBS OAKASIAK ABT OLUB.
By James LUvor.

Last year there was formed by a species of secession a
Canadian Art Club, composed of a few painters and sculptore
resident in Canada and a few Canadians resident abroad. These
artists found their aims sufficiently in common to suggest the
formation of a group. This group gave their first exhibition
last year, and they now present their second annual exhibition.
It is difficult to describe with precision the characteristic which
the group represents, yet in their work as a whole there is an
undeniable note of sincerity and competence which underlies
wide differences of method.

It would perhaps be too much
the coming of this group means
Canadian school, yet schools have
way. Spontaneous association of
without formal or official afflliati

formation of recognized schools,

the numerous Munich groups and

or too premature to say that
the coming of a distinctively

been formed precisely in this

people with common aims and
ons has frequently led to the
The New English Art Club,

the so-called Glasgow School,



sot to mention earlier and more famous examples, won recogni-
tion precisely after this fashion. Whether or not recognition
will follow in this particular case time will tell; meanwhile the
exhibition is of sufficient distinction to challenge sympathetic
attention.

The place of honor is occupied by "Ploughing—the First
Gleam," by Mr. Horatio Walker. Mr. Walker has exhibited
little in Toronto for many years, and it is well to have an oppor-
tunity of seeing one of his most important pictures. This large
canvas abounds in energy of expression. The straining oxen,
drawn with intimate knowledge, and the Sne'y posed figure of
the boy leave nothing to be desired in point of composition. The
management of the sunlight coming up behind them, giving
notes of vivid color on their backs, and throwing the fore-
ground into obscurity, gives ample opportunity for studies in
luminous shadows.

Apart from its high artistic interest, "Ploughing" has great
value as a permanent record of a fast-passing phase of French-
Canadian agriculture. In spite of the conservatism of the
French peasant, his traditional methods are passing away, the
ox is being replaced by the hoi-se, and the plough is being
improved out of the picturesque. The very garments of the
people are changing, and soon there may be little to see or to
paint of the unspoiled habitant. Mr. Walker has earned the
gratitude of future generations in his laborious studies of rural
life in the Province of Quebec—so full of fidelity alike to art
and to nature.

Mr. J. W. Morrice, a Parisianized Scotch-Canadian, exhibits
eleven canvases which present beneatu much variety a uniform
distinction of style. Perhaps the most attractive is '

' The Public
Gardens, Venice," lent by Mr. Grecnshields, of Montreal. In
this picture Mr. Morrice expresses most fully his characteristic
rendering of atmosphere, and at the same time exhibits his

indebtedness to Japanese methods of composition. It Is impos-
sible to translate into words the subtility of vibrating light
which lies in this and in the "Quai des Grandes Augustins,
Paris" (the property of the Dominion Government). In all of



his canvaBes Mr. Morrice sbowi perfect maitery of hit style.
There is nothing experimental or cnide—even in the simple, flat
decorative effect of hii circus, for example—every mass and
every spot is placed at It must be, with quite inevitable
certainty.

Mr. A. Phimister Proctor is, so far as I know, an exhibitor
new or almost new to Toronto. He appears to equal advantages
in his bronzes and in his water colors. All of these are studies,
evidently, for the most part, done in the wilds, of wild animals
—bears, pumas, panthers, etc.-the elephant only manifestly
suggesting the Zoological Garden. For work of this kind,
sculpture and i)ainting mutually assist one another. Nothing
more serious and deliberate in its kind has been done for some
time as "Dog With Bone" or his "Panthers."

A series of etchings by Mr. Clarence Gagnon are conscientious,
although they lack definite distinction. Among the exhibitors
whose work is more frequently seen is Mr. Homer Watson
whose "Pioneers" and "Nut Gatherers" are very fine examples
of his matured and able manner. No one has succeeded as Mr.
Watson has done in painting the special characteristics of the
Ontario woodlands and in endowing them with interesting color.
Mr. Archibald Browne has still further develop^: hU dreamy
landscapes with subtle atmospheric effects. He does not trouble
in the least about adventitious aids to the imagination, but
clearly relies upon sheer paint to get the results he wants. The
pictures of this painter are examples of simple methods rigor-
ously and skilfully employed. The same observations apply to
Mr. Atkinson's landscapes. The six examples he shows are
each of them pieces of excellent color vigorously developed. Mr.
Edmund Morus is represented by two landscapes and four
portrait busts of Cree, Assiniboine and Salteaux Indians, The
former are luminous as is his manner, and the latter are vigorous
and faith .1 renderings of remarkable types of which it is very
advisable to preserve authentic recoras.

Two large and important studies remain to be noticed, one
"Mother and Son," hy Mr. John Russell, a study in black; and
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tb« other, "A V*ud*vill* Olrl," by Mr. CurtU WilliamiOD, «
itndy in aHrlct. Both are etriking worki, the flrit admirably
drawn and very eliilful in iti diipoiition of deep black draperlee,
and the latter vivid alike in color and in characteriiatiou. Prom
a technical point of view, Mr. Willlameon'i work it the more
mature and deliberate. The drawing of the drapery it excellent
in reipect to line, and the gradationi of color are admirably
managed. For the re»t, the frank audacity of expr^ation and
the grace and abandon of the figure make the picture a
thoroughly brilliant aketch. There it alto a full length portrait
of Mr. Juitice Cattelt, by Mr. Robert Harrit, R.C.A. The
exhibition, though not exteniive in a numerical lenae, it full of
artiatic interett, and full of promite for the future.

TBB OAKAOIAir ABT OLUB.
By E. r. B. Jobniton, K.0., for Dm Studio HagailM.

Although a young country, devoid of any art traditiona, and
without many wealthy patrona, Canada ia making rapid head-
way in painting and aculpture. A few yeara ago, pictures were
an unknown quantity, and whilat worka of a merely decorative
character were to be found in aome houaea, there waa no aerioui
thought of art in ita higher aenae, and but little intereat waa
taken in furthering the aim and acope of the artiat to produce
anything more than the mere work of coloring a landacape or
producing a likeneaa in portraiture. All this haa been chang»d.
and in a marvelloualy abort apace of time. There has been
created a taate for the beet that art can produce. Many private
collections have been made, and a deaire to possess the best
worka of the greatest men has actuated many of the wealthier
class here, in Montreal and other large centres. Perhaps in no
nthpr country can be found finer examplea of the Barbizon
painters or of the nineteenth century Dutchmen than will he
seen by a visit to a dozen fine private galleries in Canada.
Magnificent paintings by Israels, Mauve, Maris brothers,
Weissenbruch and ot..jr8 of the modern Dutch School, and
splendid works by Corot and his fellow-artists, as well as
worthy examples of the works of Reynolds and the other great
English portrait painters, may be seen, where once were bare
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W.I1. or Indifferent dMorntioni. Tli« ipirit, being once (wnlcened
•eenii to litve aerompliihed mnglcal reiulti. Not content with
foreign picturet, the collectore turned to the nntive Held, nnd by
their support and ditcrimination have given a great impetui
to our own artiete. Finding that the pubiic taste and apprecia-
tion are being educated and developed, Canadian artists reallie
that It is no longer of any avail to go on painting inanimaU
wulless work, 'ihey, too, feel that they must strive after
higher aims and execution than satisAed the people of a quarter
of a century ago, and the result is that a restless, but thourttful
effort IS now being made to raise Canadian art from its past
formal and lifeless condition to the plane of vitality.

As one of the chief consequences of this change in both the
public patrons and the professional artist, the creation of the
Canadian Art Club was inevitable. It came into existence in
the necessary course of events. It depends on ten or twelve
aggressive epirits, who have cut themselves adrift from local
prejudites and opinions, and who feel that there is more in art
than blind obedience to rules and regulations. These men have
just given their second annual exhibition, and it has been a
revelation to the public and a matter of great pleasure and
pride to Canadian collectors and connoisseurs to see -vhat can
be done when the artist is untrammelled and free to do his own
bidding. There is no unity of color or treatment, for each man
has struggled to give expression to bis individual thought and
observation. There is not the slightest evidence .f the con-
ventional, and it would be difficult to trace the influence of any
school or academic canon in any of the productions. Tiey are
spontaneous, vital, personal. The fact that they are so, and
that each work strives for higher feeling and subtlety than one
can find in the ordinary commonplaces of even well-known
names, makes the harmony and unity which are jo iranifest.
It IS the unity of good work. Differing widely as they lio in
color, technique and treatment, the pictures appeal to the eye,
not as isolated examples of different methods, but as a whole,'
the underlying connecting bond being vigor and a high degree
of individual excellence.
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The work o( Mr. J. VV. Morrice, formerly of Montreal, and a
member of the International Society, of which Whistler was
the founder, are marked by all that delicacy of color-value and
exquisite tonality which distinguish the man who feels and
paints subjectively.

The bronzes by A. Phimster Proctor, of New York, add very
much to the interest and value of the exhibition. There are

other meritorious works, but without going over them in detail,

it will suffice to say that art has gained much by this aggressive

and determined effort on the part of the club to give to the
world some original and individual views of its members, and to

express themselves as the inner promptings of research and
feeling dictate.

Mr. Edmund Morris held a one-man exhibition of portraits of
Indians and landscapes iu the gallery of the club from the 30th

of March to 17th April, 1909. Sir Edmund Walker opened the

exhibition with an address.
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THIRD A VNUAL F.XHIBITION.
This year the Toroat,, 4 rt Musei.m arranged with the Public

Library Board to utilize as a guiery the speacious rooms not
required at present for library purposes in the new Public Refer-
ence Building, on the corner of College and St. George Streets,
to be used until the Art Museum is built in the Grange property,
and it was deemed advisable to hold the club's exhibitions in
this gallery. The Third Annual Exhibition was, therefore, held
in the gallery of the Toronto Art Museum from the 7th to the
27th of January, 1910. <

On the occasion of the opening of the exhibition the President,
Mr. Homer Watson, gave a short address, followed by the Hon.
President, Mr. D. R. Wilkie, and His Honor the Lieutenant-
Governor, Mr. Gibson, who declared the exhibition open to the
public.

The Hon. President, Mr. WUkle:—

This will be the Third Annual Exhibition of the Canadian Art .

Club. The previous exhibitions were held in the old historic
building on Adelaide Street, amongst surroundings which the
members only left after considerable hesitation and with much
regret.

The Art Museum of Toronto having come into practical
existence and having invited the club to make use of these
galleries for its exhibitions, the club decided to avail itself of
the generous offer, without, however, in any way sacrificing its

identity, its aims, its ideals or its organization. On the contrary,
it is believed that under the mantle of the museum the club will
be brought more prominently before the people and will form a
stronger force in moulding national aims.

If advantage is taken by the public to view this and other
exhibitions which will be held in these galleries, the mind of
even the average man will be permanently improved, his tastes
will be elevated and he will be brought into closer communion
with nature, not only be, but those under his influence.



It is not very many years ago that the opinion prevailed that
no art existed in Canada and that lovers and patrons of art wera
compelled to go abroad for the realization of their ideals and
the gratiflcaUon of their tastes. That idea has happily paand
away. The works now on oihibrtion give proof of ioliorent
strength and a fine sense of the beauty of form, tone and color,
and much of the spirit of our own land.

Art holds a high place in the dignity of a nation. No nation
can be placed in the first rank whose history is deficient in this
respect.

Prof. Patrick Geddes has "protested against the view that
art IS a beggar knocking at your door, or that she should be
regarded as a goddess concerjied only with galleries and special
temples raised in her honor, and only willing to give unto him
that hath in that the rich can carry away some picture from the
sale. The artist desires to raise the people from their lethargy
not merely to upbraid, but to say that art is not a beggar nor a
goddess, but a very housemate and helpmate, refreshing all life
and all work. '

'

For a moment let us look at Canada's past record. Is it not
to be regretted that the works of Wyatt Eaton, Paul Peel and
Blair Bruce, distinguished Canadian artiste, are not better repre-
sented in our prominent collections and that their influence was
not felt in Canada during their lives, and yet Baton was the
first president of the Society of American Artists, and his works
found • place in many of the best oolleotions throughout the
United States. Peel and Bruce, both Ontario men, spent their
lives mainly in Denmark and Paris. KreighofF, Jacobi and
Fowler preceded them, and although they wore not native born,
yet their inspirations came from our forests, our streams and
the daily round of onr people.

On this occasion, however, it is the works of the living which
have to be considered and encouragement given to their efforts.

Since last year's exhibition the club has enrolled as full
members the names of William Brymner, President of the Boyal
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